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Stock Rally Will Reheat Cocoa 
By HOLLY HENSCHEN   

What's putting the steam in cocoa. 

DJ-AIG Commodity Indexes 

COCOA IS COOLING FROM ITS RECENT BOIL. Yet prices could bubble up near term on 

some sweet demand potential. A stable or rising stock market should mean more consumers 

spending for a chocolate fix. 

Through Dec. 1, ICE Futures U.S. cocoa had rallied 17.8% from November lows, as exports fell by 

nearly 50% on harvest delays in top producer Ivory Coast. The rally then melted a bit on estimates 

of eventual higher output, mixed with a recession that's chipping at demand. (ICE cocoa is 

sensitive to U.S. dollar direction, as a cheaper British pound will shift buying to the London 

futures market.) 

By Friday, the futures had given back some gains as the U.S. dollar firmed. March futures settled 

at $2,141 a metric ton, or 6.7% lower on the week. However, the contract held above the $2,100 

support level, underpinned by supply constraints and a threat of dry winds from the Sahara that 

could reach crop regions. If consumer markets don't turn bitter, March cocoa futures could rise to 

$2,400 or $2,500, says James Cordier, president of Liberty Trading in Tampa. 

Where cocoa goes from here, analysts say, depends a lot on equities' direction, the U.S. dollar, and 

Ivory Coast crop development. 
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As the Ivory Coast main crop season (ending late January-February) continues, producer selling 

could weigh on cocoa if prices get to the $2,300 level, says Jack Scoville, vice president of 

brokerage Price Futures Group. 

Bears see continued pressure from weaker overall commodities and equities markets pressing 

cocoa down to the $1,700 to $1,750 level, especially if the delayed crop is large, says Judy Ganes-

Chase, president of J. Ganes Consulting in Katonah, N.Y. Declining equities could soften demand 

as chocoholics reassess their every purchase. "There's very few times when cocoa demand actually 

falls year to year, but this could be one of them," Ganes notes. Chocolate manufacturers won't buy 

beans if prices are high and demand is bleak, she adds. They might not have a choice. 

Manufacturers' cocoa supplies are already thought to be low, since they put off buying while the 

market ran up. But that means they may be pushed to buy in the near term, says Liberty's Cordier. 

Relatively stable equities (which should support demand) and a flat-to-weaker U.S. dollar will 

pour cocoa back into its usual mold -- trading off of the typical seasonal-supply outlook, says Boyd 

Cruel, senior softs analyst at brokerage Alaron Trading; he sees March cocoa in a support-

resistance band of $2,000 to $2,400. The International Cocoa Association projected higher world 

production last season, the most recent data available, but analysts say the same estimate also 

slightly trimmed outlooks for end-of-season supplies. 

"If the market starts to get its footing, and it looks like it is, cocoa purchases are going to be more 

frequent, and thus that production surplus will fall fast," Cordier says. World demand in 2007-08 

is seen at 40,000 tons greater than production, and end-of-season stocks are down on the year, 

according to ICCO data. Even in poor economic times, cocoa might still be attractive. Budget-

trimming may slow consumer chocolate-buying, but "you've still got to have some small pleasures 

in life," Scoville says. 

NYMEX CRUDE TUMBLED by more than 25% a barrel last week; the January contract settled 

at $40.81. Comex copper dropped 16.7% on the week to close at $1.3735 a pound. And CBOT corn 

dipped under $3 a bushel (the first time since October '06); the December contract fell 16.046% 

on the week, to $2.9350. 

HOLLY HENSCHEN is a reporter for Dow Jones Newswires in Jersey City, N.J. 
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